Complementary learning systems in the brain. A connectionist approach to explicit and implicit cognition and memory.
Freud's ideas about the role of non-conscious processes relates to contemporary thinking about explicit and implicit memory, and his early efforts to understand cognition and behavior in terms of neural mechanisms share several themes in common with contemporary connectionist models. The present paper presents a connectionist perspective of the neural basis of learning and memory and their organization in the brain. The central claim of the article is that the neocortex and many other forebrain learning systems learn slowly so as to become sensitive to the overall structure of experience. Slow learning is crucial for sensitivity to this structure and for organizing specific information with other information in a structured way. The hippocampus and related areas in the medial temporal lobes complement these slow learning systems by providing a mechanism that allows the rapid learning of arbitrary conjunctions of elements that go together to make up an episodic memory.